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Figure 1: Calliope’s Annotated Interface

ABSTRACT
Calliope is a web application for co-creative multi-track music composition (MMM) in the symbolic domain. It is built to facilitate
the use of multi-track music machine (MMM). The user can upload Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) files, visualize
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and edit MIDI tracks, and generate partial (via bar in-filling) or
complete multi-track content using the Multi-Track Music Machine
(MMM). Generation of new MIDI excerpts can be done in batch and
can be combined with active playback listening for an enhanced
Computer-assisted Composition (CAC) workflow. The user can
export generated materials as MIDI files or directly stream MIDI
playback from the system to their favorite Digital Audio Workstation (DAW). Calliope can be used for creative ideation and for
exploring alternatives of musical phrases in composition.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Sound-based input / output; Web-based interaction; • Computing methodologies → Neural networks.
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The aim is to enable the ability for users to effectively co-create
with a generative system. Calliope is built in Node.js, the Web stack
(HTML, CSS, Javascript) and MongoDB.

2.1

User Workflow

INTRODUCTION

Musical Metacreation (MuMe) [14] is a field of research which addresses the partial or complete automation of creative musical tasks
including composition, interpretation, improvisation, accompaniment or mixing. It investigates purely generative systems for music
as well as interactive ones. Computer-assisted Composition (CAC)
is a subfield that focuses on developing systems for automating music composition processes. Some of the composition tasks include:
multi-instrument pattern generation, multi-instrument complete
generation, rhythm generation, harmonization, chord progression
generation or melody generation. Many machine learning-based
(ML) systems have been developed for CAC: OpenMusic [5], Style
Machine [4], Magenta Studio [15], Manuscore [12], Morpheus [9];
demo systems such as Sornting [17], DrumVAE [17], DeepDrum
[11] and commercial systems such as FlowMachines [13], AIVA
[1], Spliqs [3], and Melody Sauce [2]. Typically, the user interacts
with these systems by acting on a limited number of accessible
parameters, making generative requests and listening to results
before repeating the process. This provides less fine-grained user
control, less overall possibilities for creative music composition in
the concrete musical practice, and adversely impact user’s sense of
authorship, trust, or self-efficacy. Ryan et al. [8] shows that “AI can
overwhelm users with the amount of musical content it generates,
and frustrate them with its non-deterministic output”. Calliope differs by interfacing a unique style-agnostic generative model (MMM)
and offering an interactive composition workflow that is built to
integrate with the user’s musical practice. It takes an iterative, steering approach with bar infilling, similar to the Cococo system [9],
on both track and bar levels, but offers richer attribute-controls
such as instrument selection, note duration range and still handles
single- and multi-track partial or complete generation. Its contributions are an accessible web interface for effectively controlling the
MMM model, performing scalable batch generation and ranking,
manipulating full MIDI pieces interoperably with the user’s native
environment (e.g., DAW) in the context of generative composition.
Calliope is built for any user, novices and professionals alike. The
project is accessible at https://metacreation.net/calliope.
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Inspired from the work on Apollo [16], an interactive web environment that makes corpus-based music algorithms available for
training and generation via a convenient graphical interface, Calliope focuses on advanced MIDI manipulation in the browser and
generative controllability of the Multi-Track Music Machine (MMM)
[7]. A Transformer-based music model, for batch generation and
ranking of partial or complete multi-track compositions. It is interoperable with the MMM pre-trained model via the Python runtime.

Figure 2: User Workflow
Figure 2 depicts the user workflow enabled by Calliope. The user
creates a new user session and uploads a MIDI file to start with. The
user can select and visualize the MIDI content of the file using the
MIDI Viewer. They can also edit the tracks they are working with or
add new empty MIDI track to the file. Then, for each MIDI track, the
user can select a partial or complete set of bar sections they wish to
generate content for. They adjust track-level controls for each MIDI
track as well as MMM’s global-level controls. They set the batch
size n for generation and click on the “Generate” button. Calliope
runs the request and returns a set of n newly generated MIDI files.
The user selects each MIDI file and uses the MIDI player to audit
the output. They skip through the content until they identify a
file whose content they would like to further generate from. The
process repeats from there.

2.2

MIDI File Management and Playback

The user can upload collection of MIDI files on the server (Figure 1).
Data uploaded is stored into the user account set by the user prior
to use. The user can use sessions to represent a conceptual space
for exploring generation for a particular set of music files. The user
can playback a selected MIDI file with features including adjusting
tempo, soundfont, volume, and repeat. The user can also move to
the previous or next file in the collection. Playback is an important
step in the auditing of generated outputs which influences the user’s
next steps in the generative process. The user can also playback
music while generating new sequences.

2.3

MIDI Viewer and Editor

MIDI notes from any uploaded MIDI file can be visualized in a piano
roll format (Figure 5). Metadata info such as the MIDI channel number and assigned MIDI instrument can also be viewed and edited.
It is also possible to delete or add MIDI tracks to an existing MIDI
file. The MIDI player supports the General MIDI (GM) standard for
MIDI playback and the capacity to select from a list of soundfonts.
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2.4

MMM’s Generative Request
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selection, note density, polyphony range, note duration range (Figure 5). Bar selection is used to refine the request for generation to a
subset of bars (Figure 5). Generation for a subset of bars of a given
track is constrained on musical information that precedes those
bars and on musical information found in neighbouring tracks.

2.5

Batch Generation of Music Outputs

Batch generation of musical outputs can be done by setting a batch
size value (Figure 4) and is implemented via the MMM’s Python
interface which offers batch computation natively. The ability to
batch-generate means that the user can quickly explore alternatives,
including generating from a previously generated output, for a
given set of control parameters. Batch generation is a key feature
for enabling rapid computer-assisted exploration of compositional
alternatives. We have tested generations of 5, 10, 100, 500, 1000
music samples at a time. These generations can be done within
3 seconds to 10 minutes on an average computer depending on
the total number of bars and note density of the music input. This
process drives the interactive loop of music generation and playback
listening for the user.
Figure 3: Global Parameters

Figure 5: Bar selection for in-filling, Track-level parameters
and a Newly created empty track (Ch. 9)

2.6

Figure 4: Batch Generation
MMM is trained on the MetaMIDI Dataset (MMD) [8], a half a
million MIDI dataset containing various musical styles (pop, folk,
electronic, classical, rock, hip-hop, etc) and instrumentation. Its
power comes from [7] 1) its data representation which creates a
time-ordered sequence of musical events for each track in the MIDI
file instead of a single interleaved time-order sequence for all events,
and 2) its integration of four different modes of generative usage: unconditioned, continuation, in-painting, and attribute-control. It thus
combines a novel music representation approach and the attentionbased capability of Transformer models to capture long-term dependency in the musical data. MMM offers both global-level deep
learning parameters: temperature, model dimensions, polyphony
hard limit, percentage, tracks per step, bar per step, max steps,
tempo (Figure 3); and track-level music-based controls: instrument

Ranking of Music Outputs

It is possible to rank a collection of generated MIDI files against
a selected target file given their similarity. We employ a ranking
algorithm which statistically quantifies the similarity of a generated
output MIDI file against other MIDI files [6]. From an interaction
point-of-view, it helps the composer explore the variability in similarity among MIDI files and effectively apply filter operations on
the set of files. This is especially useful in the context of a large set
of generated files (e.g., 50 files and up).

2.7

DAW Integration and MIDI Streaming

Calliope allows for two ways to integrate its workflow with a Digital
Audio Workstation (DAW). The first option is to livestream MIDI
playback to an input MIDI port on your DAW (e.g., Ableton) or any
MIDI-enabled device. This provides a new workflow for the user to
interface their native environment with a generative system. It can
be achieved by selecting an available port on the “MIDI Streaming
Port” option in Calliope’s MIDI Player. This offers the ability to audit
musical phrases generated by the model given the user’s preferred
instrumentation (e.g., proprietary virtual instruments or hardware
synthesizers). The second option is to download the generated MIDI
file and upload it into the DAW. This is for the user to continue the
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composition work of generated materials (e.g., advanced editing)
or to engage in further musical work taking advantage of a full
production environment.
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